WARNING SIGNS OF SICK BUILDING SYNDROME & MCS

BUILDING OCCUPANTS SHOULD LOOK OUT FOR ANY COMBINATION OF THE SYMPTOMS THAT OCCUR TOGETHER WHENEVER THEY SPEND TIME IN THE BUILDING AND GO AWAY WHEN THEY LEAVE. THE MOST COMMON SYMPTOMS OF SICK BUILDING SYNDROME ARE:

- Sinus pain
- Hoarseness
- Cough, sore throat
- Burning eyes, nose
- Fatigue
- Difficulty concentrating
- Headache
- Aching muscles and/or joints

Unlike a cold or flu, symptoms do not clear up within days.

After weeks or months of exposure, symptoms may become chronic and only get better after a long time away from the building.

SBS-like symptoms may begin to develop in response to common chemical exposures outside the building (such as paint, perfume, gasoline, and cleaning products): This is known as multiple chemical sensitivity or MCS.

==============================================

RIGHTS OF CHEMICALLY-INJURED EMPLOYEES

- Right to timely investigation of health complaints and resolution of compensation claims
- Right to not be harassed or discriminated against in job assignments and promotions
- Right to job security, integrity and reasonable accommodation

==============================================

REASONABLE ACCOMMODATIONS FOR CHEMICALLY-INJURED EMPLOYEES

Many employees who develop sick building syndrome or multiple chemical sensitivity can continue working provided that they can obtain reasonable accommodations from their employer. This is their legal right under the Americans with Disabilities Act. Such accommodations should be established quickly to prevent total disability and may include:

- Controlling exposures: Restricting or banning the use of toxic office supplies, cleaning products, and pesticides in the affected person(s) immediate work area(s) and in common areas through which they must pass; requiring the use of less toxic alternatives.

- Increasing outside air: Via maximum ventilation and provision of window(s) that open, activated charcoal HEPA air filters, and/or potted plants that improve air quality by eating up volatile organic compounds (contact the Plants for Clean Air Council, 410-956-9036).

- Alternative workspaces: Relocation to another less toxic work area (usually in another building); to a home office with all necessary equipment (if reasonable accommodation of the original work area is impossible or insufficient); or some combination, known as “Flexiplace” or “Telework.”

- Job restructuring (to eliminate tasks that involve chemical exposures): This should be pursued if none of the above are feasible or adequate. This is sometimes needed for secretarial and clerical workers who may develop sensitivity to toxic office supplies like carbonless copy paper.

FOR MORE INFO, CONTACT YOUR UNION OR MCS REFERRAL & RESOURCES, 410-889-6600